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1. 0 INTRODUCTION
Thi._ report present._ the result.,, of the reliability analysis performed
on the Moog Model 17-200B Servoactuator. rlhe analysis was per-
forn_ed by the l_eliability Engineering Group of Moog Inc. and fulfills
the requirements outlined in the Moog Reliability Program Plan,
reference 3. The Reliability Analysis Program was initiated on
March 1. 1965 and was terminated December 10, 1965. The program |
was dclayed several month_ when the life cycle actuator specimen was
not available to th¢' Reliability Group. Execution of the actuator life
cycle test progran, w'as deemed essential to help substantiate design
reliability.
2. 0 SCOPE
]'he reliability analys:-, wa_ carried out on the production configura-:
tion of the 17-200 scrvoactuator. This configuration yeas modified
during execution of the reliability program, how__'ver, all modifica-
tion., and their aftect upon reliability are accounted for in this analysis.
Each design moditication which became effective niter the desigr_ review
¢,t _/1/64 is discussed m Section 4.3 of this report.
lhe reliability analy._i_ was divided into four major tasks. These tasks
were: (1} margin of safety analysis, (;)) review of failure experience,
{3) f;_lure mode and effects analysis, and {4) the reliability prediction.
Each task is presented as a separate section of this report.
A careful review of each detail drawing provided the basi:s for the mar-
gin of safety analyses of critical design areas. These analyses were
then used to det_,rmine structural failure modes.
p
All failure experience accumulated to date was reviewed and assessed
for adequacy of corrective action and indication of potential failure
modes. All testing associated wich such failure experience is discussed
in this report.
In essence, the reliability analysis of the 17-200B actuator configuration
represents an extension of the preliminary reliability analysi._ performed
on the 'A' configuration, q he detailed analysis described herein consists
of an assessment _f product reliability in its current configuration.
l
l |
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3. 0 ACTUATOR DESCRIP_IION
3. 1 Gene ra I I$
"Ihe 17-200B servoactuat _r basically consists of a forged body, :_2,
a cylinder, a double-ended piston, a three stage flow control _}
servovalve, and a mechanical feedback mechanism, fl'he'mechan- '_
ica_ feedback mechanism regulates output of the servovalve to _
provide a desired piston position. ;_
&
Reference 6 (Mt,,)g' ._ Technical Proposal) provides a basic des- , ¢
c ription of the 17-200actnator including accessory components. '_
Evolutionary design changes have occurred _ince publication of
the referenced repolt, however, with regard to major design (_"
concepts, components, and functioning of the actuator assembly
that report is still pertinent. _
3. 2 Actuator Configurations _
_g
The Model 17-200B actuator configuration represents the produc- _
tion configuration of tbe !7-200 actuator. The original 17-200
actuator incorporated a two start, servovalve Model 16-140A which _
appeared on the first two servoactuators. This two stage servo- _e4
valve was then replaced v,_th a three stage valve, Model 16-140C.
The three stage valve has remained on all subsequent actuators " ._,_,
shipped to GMSFC. All "'B" c_,t:figuration actuators incorporate _
the Model 16-140D servova]ve. , 3_
}The 17-200B configuration reflects the addition of sevv r;tl design ,_
changes from the "A' configuration. A sun,re;try of the tl_ajor
design changes incorporated on the 17-200B st'rvoactuator are :_
tabulated below : i_
1. Elimination of the current limiter assembly (P/N :_
063-41739)
2. Redesigned feedback spring (P/N 110-45185-045/055)
3. Redesigned cam follower bearing (P/N 120-44385)
4. New piston "&'-ring cap seal design
5. Potentiometer redesign {P/N 067.-13q99) _o4'
q967004332-0q4
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4. 0 RELIABILITY ES'IIMA'IES
4. I General
,¢'
The reliability estimates described below are at best educated
.6
"guesses" and no attempt has been made to assess confidence
level.
lwo estimates have been computed: the first represents the
pr,,bability uf suct es,.ful operation in the flight environment.
"Ihe second Lonsists of the MTBF (mean time between failure}
m the flight ,'m.'ironmt.nt. ]his environment is -,pecified as
tea (10) minutes and or 200 tycles of operation under the envi-
r_mment stipulated in paragraph 3. 3. 3 of retcrence I.
4. 2 Probability ,)f Successful Operation
Reliability a._ expressed her,? consists of the ,nax:n,uln probability
lhat each actuator will operate successfully _n the flight environ-
I,_ent defin.ed previousl.v from paragraph 5. 5 of this report:
Rmax. : l- Pr { F1
where: R = Reliability
Pr !FI = l_r°babil'ty °ffai_ure in the/light enviyonment
whereby: Rmax. : 0. 99q5
4. 3 MTBF _Mean, ]'ime Between Failure) ....
From paragraph 5. 5. 1 of this report, the maximum attainable
MTBF is 354 hours.
I Illi ill I I I Ill
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5. 0 RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
5. I Gene ral
The' reliability analysi_ of the 17-200B servoactuator was con-
cerned solely with potential failure of the servoactuator in the
flight operating environment. Two primary causes of failure
were considered, consisting of: I1) the possibility of,_ design
inadequacy undetected because of inadequate analysis and/or
evaluation tests, and (2) the possibility of an undetected quality
defect which could result in fatigue and/or sudden failure.. It was
presumed that all other actuator malfunctions resulting from
quality defects would be revealed prior to fiight during pre-flight
checkout tests.
5. 2 Margin of Safety Analysis
5. 2. 1 Drawing Review
A review of all detail and assembly drawings was undertaken
to identify _ctuator design features which were: (1) umque to
the Model 17-200B, (2) similar to those of other servoactuators
having prevl_ms failure t.xperiepce, or (3) deemed critical ,
relative to dc_:gn maturity. F,_,ential failure region-,, indicated
by this review, were documented in the IVailurv Mode Analysis
(Table I) and all structural aspects of the ._er'coactuator believed
"marginal" _cre subjt.cted to stress analysis (Appendix I}.
5. 2. 2 Margin of Safety Approach -
(,
The margin of _a'fety (MS) represents the ratio of ex_.ess strenl_th
to the required strength for a given _trnctural compot_ent trefer-
ence 26). It was computed from:
• •
F
MS = -- - 1
f •
where: F :: allowable stress ::
f = operating stres._
*
4 _:
• 4
i
?
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From the standpo:nt of reliability, if MS_> 1, the possibility
of failure was considered t'o be negligible. If MS< 1, the
possibility of failure was admitted according to the formula:
4
Pr {F} : O. Ol (I MS}
o
"/'he foregoing represents a gross approximation to accom-
modate the fact that strength distribution data for component
materials is unavailable to Moog Inc.. In lieu of the fore-
going, material properties as stipulated in MILHan(tbook 5
were used. Ihes(' properties are defined a_ the minimum m
strengths to be expected with at least a ')9% conformance at |
a 95% confidence lbw:l. A discrete load distribution based Iupon the servoactuator life cycle requirement was used to
evaluate stresses. If MS = 0, there was ,:samed to be a
probability of failure. Pr (F2= 0.01 on the basis of 09%
conformance. For .MS.> 1. Pr {F_ - 0
5. z. 3 Calculation.,,
All stress cah:ulatlons are presented in Appendix I. "[hey
have been prepared in accordance with the analytical criteria
defined in Section 5. Z of this report. "
¢ -
f
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5.2.4 Summary - Marsin of Safety Analysis
With the exception of the cylinder, all components analyzed
were found to possess adequate margins of safety . Those
components having a margin of safety less than one (MS < l)
were assigned failure probability numbers based upcm the
magnitude of the stress margin. These probability numbers
are presented in Table III for the particular _allure mode
associated with the margin of safety calculation. "
Stress calculations performed on the actuator cylinder indi-
cated stress levels _n excess of the material allowables at
the cylinder to cylinder head juncture. These calculations
were conducted using an internal cylinder pressure of 6000
psig on both sides of the piston. In order to substantiate
these calculations, the decision was made to conduct a burst
pressure test on the actuator. The burst test was performed
on the life cycle specimen, S/N 35 in accordance with the
qualification test requirements specified in NASA Specification
60B84500 paragraph 4. 3. 4. 10. The piston rod was fully
extended with a supply pressure of 6000 psig and a return
, pressure of 3000 psig maintained for five minutes. The actu-
ator cylinder did not show signs of rupture or distortion dur-
ing or after the test. The cylinder loading conditions used
for the calculations _s far more severe thau the qualification
f
test requirements. However, at the time the calculations J
were developed the q_alification test procedure was not yet _
written.
S
J
J
'4
m
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5.3 Failure Experience _Jn the 17-200B Servoactuator
q
5. 3. I Static Firin_ Failures
Several 17-200B servoactuators have failed izl various ways
during multi-engine firings. These failures prompted a series
uf design changes to achieve increased vibration capability.
"lh_: redesigned subassemblies have beet_ tested in various
wt_ys to insure design maturity. The failures incurred to date
;,,_d the corrective action is presented below.
a. Feedback Spring Disengagement 1.'allure *
Disengag_.ment of the lower feedback spring occurred
_uring shutdown of the fifth multi-engine firing for
which actuator S/N 10 had been used. A detail dimen-
sional study of the parts and associated component
testing revealed the cause of failure attributable to
poor dimensional design of the pivots and seats together
with lower-than-necessary vibration capability of the
preload assembly. Several changes w_,re made to cor-
rect this problem. These include:
(a) Int tease engagement of pivots (trom 0. 065
inch to 0. 110 inch minimun_), depth of pivot
cavities {from 0. 065 inch to 0. 170 in_ch}, and
engagement of feedback sprin_s {from 0. 070
it, oh to 0. 175 inch). Collectively, these changes
avoid essential loss of parts engagement with
adverse tolerance condition _hich had existed
with the original design,
(b) Reduce mass of the spring seats and pivots by
cl:ange to titanium.
(c) Change the l"eedback spring design to increase
the spring preload. This cha**ge increased the
axial g capability of the assembly by approxi-
mat_,ly 200 g.
*
7
m _ u uP n
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b. Cam Follower Bearing Failure
Two bearing failurt.s occurred when the outer ring "
fractured during shutdown of multi-engine firings.
A design mock-up of the cam folio_er assembly was
made for vibration testing. Beari_g tailure_ identical
to those experlenc¢:d in the actaator were reproduced
with thi._ test ¢.onfigurat_on at an a_,_ eleration level
just sufficient to cau._e lift-off of the assembly from
the _'az_ surface• It was clear thai ti_e bear_nv Ixad
essentially no capability to withstand impact loading
ca,_sed by a high vlbration level•
A "solid roller" typt. cam follower was then designed
and su¢-c_,ssfull_ te_ted.
c. Cam I)riw, Shaft Braze Failure
Sel_,ration of a silver braze joint (,r, the mechar_ical
feedback cat_l drive shaft occurred dlLr_ng shutdown of i:
the fifth multi-engine firing for which the actuator had _:
[been used. Ihl-_ failure was the rt'_ult of an inadequate .
silver'braze joint between the atta¢}_ flange and drive
tube melnb(.r. The poor braze jt, ir,t was found to be
caused t)v it_,tdequate dian_et.r;_l cle trance of the mating
pieces, such that braze material t-,,t, ld riot fl,)w into the -':
mati tg surface area. and inadequate hcatinR of the join! *
caused b_ an improper induction }',v;tliug coil.
Successful braze joints are now protlllt t,d by tht, electron
beam welding technique.
5. 3. 2. Acc. eptance "l'est I-'ailu rcs
a. Snubber Retainer l:'ailur'e
On the first "B" model unit, during,tctt'ptance testing,
the snubber retainers [ailed, A development program "
was immediately started to delete the snubbers from the
design and still obtain mtability during piston bottoming°
This objective was accomplished by employing the piston _
face to cut_)ff the _ervovalve at the eitd of the stroke and .'
!
0
• _ _
I l •
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providing a cross piston leakage [_0rt to prevent bias-
ing of the pressure feedback network due to differential
pressure across the bottomed piston.
b. Leakage Across Piston "O"-Ring Cap Seal
Leakage f_illlres across the piston cap seal were occur-
ring on several act-_ztors during acceptance testing. To
_. eliminate this problem _ design change was incorporated
which eliminated the cap and "o"-ring and replaced them I
with a new cap-quad ring design. ' |[
5. 3. 3 Potentiometer Evaluation Test Failure
After I00,000 cycles of the life cycle test intermittent noise was
displayed by one of the test potentiometers. Since the noise char-
acteristic could not be repeated at any particular stroke position,
the test was completed before conducting a failure analysis. K
Similar failures occurred on several other potentiometers during !
, acceptance testing and field checkout. This prompted a very I
thorough investigation into the cause of these failures. This
investigation showed that during potentiometer assembly a tensile
stress was placed on the flexible circuit board which caused the
solder fillet to fracture and thus causing electrical discontinuity.
At the request of NASA, the printed circuit construction was dis-
continued and a new design proposal is beir_,_ reviewed.
S. 4 • Failure Mode and Effects Analy.sis
The failure modes and their effects upon servoactuator performance
are tabulated by component in Table I. This analysis includes only
those failure modes predicted to have a sufficient probability of
occurrence derived fzom a review ,of :
I) the 17-_00B evaluation test program,
2) the margin of safety analysis,
3) static firing test data,
?
4) acceptance test data, and
5) dominant failure modes encountered by other servoactuators
. during test and" service useage.
9
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The failure effects for cuch failure nmde have been defin_ed in term--
of actual piston positiun.
All actuator piece parts which do not contribute to significant
component failure modes are exempted because they tall into
one of the following classes:
I) they are parts for which analyses or testing has assured
adequate safety margins, or,
Z) they are parts for which failure will not cause the actuator
, performance to be outside of the specification.
Tables II and Ill pre_ent a tabul,ltion of all piece parts and their
classification for exemption.
5. 5 Reliability Prediction
Many metho_is are available for carrying out. reliability studies. ._
Prior to describing the method employed in this study, it is con- ;
sidered desirable to provide a definition of reliability as it applies
to the mechanical device at hand.
i i iii • ii • ilml i
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5. 5. 1 I)efinitlo,I of Reliability
rhe classical defi._ition _f reliability, as set forth by AGREE 1
is statt.d as follows: Reliability is the probability that a device
will perform'a specified fu_action without failure under given
conditions for a specifi_'d period of time." This defillitidln of
reliability has lead to a predominantly statistical approach to
reliability in the electro,if field. This approach has not been
particularly successful when applied to mecha_aicat devices such
as electrohydraulic servoactttators. By success is meant the
actt,al achievement of dt.sign xmprovement as :t result of reli-
ability a:aalyses.
A more suitable approath to reliability of mechan:cal de,_'ces
is provided by R. J. M( Crory 2 who defines reliabil.ty as a ,. '
capability:
"Reliability is the capability of a piece of equipmt, tat
to perform its design function adequately for the
intendt'd peritg0 ,gf tm_c uadcr the operating_condltio_ls
to be encountert:d. "
Fhe foregoing defi_altion _f Reliability provided the basis for the
reliability anal.,,sis of the 17-200B servoactuator. In this res-
pect, the primary objective of the reliability analysis _as to
evaluate tht" capability t_f t!w actuator to withstand pott'ntial
failur<'._ and lo (_)w_lpar_' its relative se_lsitivity to failure to that
of operatio_al hardware, l he Titan III _ervoact_lat,_r, Model
17-185, was _t'lected ;is tht. basis for comparison with the
17-200B serxoactt_ator contiguration.
1 Advi..,or'/ Group on Reliabzlitv of El_.ctronic Equipment, Reliability. .
of Military Electronic Equipment, U.S. Goverr.ment Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 1957.
2 Elements of Realism in IkI,_chanical Reliability, R.J. McCrory, ASME
Design Engineering Conference, New York, New York, Ma)r 17-20, 1965.
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5. 5, 2 Method of Analysis
0
The method of analysis employed for the Model 17-200B
servoactuator wa.. first u._ed for a study of redundant servo-
actuators and is described in reference 5. "Ihis method
attempts to accommodate observed data typ_c;tl of electro-
hydraulic device- manufactured by Moog Inc.. For example,
a complete study of 624 Titan II and III booster actuators
(Moog Model 17-185_ was carried out. A total ,,f 60 or
approximately l l"r,: were returned to Moog with various defects
revealed during thre o phases of pre-flight checkout tests[at
Martin Denver. A large number of these returned units
possessed one or n_ore defects which can be regarded as
poten*ial causes of failure in flight. A total of 79 defects
were recorded, two which were catastrophic in nature. This
data led to the pr_'.-,umption that many actuators were suc-
cessfully flown xvL ch posses._ed defects or defe,'tive condi-
tions which could have. but d'd not. result in flight failure.
This presumption then lead 1o the question of a simple (on-
ditional probability; if a givt.n defective condition is a._sumed
to exist, what is the probability that it will lead to failure
in flight.
A conditional pror_abltity of failure analysis was carried cut
for t}-e Moog .k[odt.] ]7-[85 s_'rvoactuator and 1_ d_.._cribed
in reference 5. I[ it i._ assumed that the Model 17-200B
actuator will fa,l in a nlanner similar to the Model 17-185. :
than a relative probability of failure analysis can be carried
out as described below.
1967004332-024
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5. 5. 3 Relative Probability of Failure Anatysis
The analysis method used consists of an effort to compare the
relative probabilities of failure of the 17-200B servoactuator
to the Model 17-185 servoactuator. The 17-185 servoactuator
underwent two years of prototype, evaluation, and certifica-
tlon testing and w'a._ also subjected to an extensive reliability
analysis. A total of 200 have undergone flight tests without
(known) failure.
In order to derive _t reliability estimate for the 17-200B servo-
;t,'tuator. it was necessary to carry out the following tasks"
a. Compilation of a failure mode analy_tis. 17-200B
servoactuator (Table I)
b. Compilation of known similar failures for the
17-185 servoactuator
c. _robability of the existence of a cause of the known
similar failures for the 17-185 servoactuator
('[able II)
d. Prot)abllity (,f the existence of a cause of failure
for the 17-20013 servoactuator (Table III)
e. Probability analysis of the component failures for
the 17-200P servoactuator (Table Ill)
f. Computation of a reliability estimate for the flight ,
regime.
l'he compilation of compoaent failures and effects required a
detailed review of dominant failure modes encountered by other
servoactuatovs during test and service usage. The results of
the 17-200B evaluation test program, the stress analysis, ,
acceptance test data. and static firing test data were also used
to complete this tabulation. These failures were regarded as
the most likely to occur and those which must be analyzed for
probability of occurrence. Compilation of similar known failure
modes for the 17-185 actuator were .hen tabulated and the prob-
ability analysis of failures was carried out in the foll_owing
rnanne r.
13
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The pre-flight regin_e was broken down rote three operational
regions consisting of:
;t. Ground Checkout (GCO)
a
b. Static Firin_ ISF) !
c. Count Down (CD)
For each of these regions the number of failure occurrences
x_:,.s tabulated for each failure, mode. A probability of /allure
estimate was then prepared using the total number of failures
for each failure rhode. Probability of failure was a sin_ple
calculation of the r.tio of failures to the total nun_ber of trials.
Each pre-flight test setiuenc_, was considered a test trial For
the 17-18"5 actuator. 973 te-sl trials have beera accumulated to _
date. All probability calculations derived in th_ report were
bdsed upon 1000 trials.
Probability of failure estimates were then prepa red for ,,11
17-200B potential fa;lure m_Mes which int luded th,:.-e colnmon :_
to both the 17-18_ ;_(tuator and those umque to the 17-200B
actuator. _}
y
For evaluation of reliability in the flight regin_e, the primary i!
concern was the p+_.-,s_bility that a defect (cau++e of fa,.l_lre) :i
could exist which would lead to failure in fllglt ltm_, tht re
arc two areas of con_'ern: (11 the probability theft ,_ -,erx'o- )
actuator possesse,..a "defect." and (2) the probal_ilil_ that this :_
delective condition will lead to a failure in the flight rv_lme. _"
q he foregoing can be expressed as the conditional probability: :
Pr _F} = p _a_ p la - u) ,_;
where: Pr J.F _ = probability of flight failure
p (a) = probability of the existence of
a cause of failure _
p (a - u) = the probability that the cause _.
of failure will a¢tually result in ',g,
failure of the actuator _
14 _);
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Although this approach, as described herein, will not stand
up to rigorous mathematical proof, it is regarded as an appro-
priate means for estimating flight reliability. In this respect,
the method enables the use of all observed failure data recorded
to date. In addition, minimum and nmximum reliability can be
estl,_ated with respect to the value of p (a - u), which can vary
from 0 to 1.
ComponeI_t Failures were designated by F n, n = 1, 2, 3 ... N,
where K : the total number of dominant failure modes. Causes
of failure were desigtmt_.d by a n , n : 1, 2, 3 ... M, where M '
represents the total nqmbe/" of failurt, causes. "Ihus for every
n::p
F, there will be _ a n causes ,Jf failure. The first step
n:j
is compilation of the failure mode table in a form suitable for
analysis.
The probability of the existence of a cause of failure p (a n ) was
simply the number cf occurrences of a given cause of faihxre
divided by the number of trials (serw,actuators subjected to test).
If the flight regime is coz-sldered a sequential test, the population
_f flight actuators can be t onsidered to possess causes of failure,
M
typical of the total sample, or E a n as revealed by previous
n= l
tests.
Flight reliability is then dependent upon whether a specific cause
of failure is of a nature that it will result in flight failure. This
requires that for each cause of failure, the factor p (a - u) be
determined for each failurL, cause, a n . Although data is available
for derivina such a factor for dominant causes of failure, this is ,
not the cas_ for many of the sporadic causes of failure. As a first
approximation, it was dec_ded to derive a conservative value _r
(an - u) which could apply to all failure causes. Of particular con-
tern were p_tential failures emanating from contamination within
and wtthout the servoactuatur. In order to arrive at an empirically
based factor, failure experience relative to contamination within
the solenoid valve asse_nbly of the Moog Model 1721 servoactuator
was reviewed. A total in excess of 3600 servoactuators have been
manufactured and have accumulated approximately 500,000 flight
operating hours ina temperature environment of 220 ° to 275 °F.
15
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One of the pred(,min,xnt causes of customer r('tarn with this
servoactuator is ,'t. sidual contamination within the solenoid
valve assembly which is undetected during production ;tccept-.,
ante and pre-flight tests at McDonnell Airt raft Co.. Of
sonm 3600 units manufactured, 42 have been returned for
undetected "built-in" contamination which caused flight mal-
function of the solenoid valve.
If we presume that vvery solenoid valve installed in the Model
1721 servoactuator will contain "built-in" c(mtamination of
varying degree., then the number of such cases where the con-
tamlnant is of a nature to tause flight failure is 1:86 or approxi-
n,ately 0. 016. "l'L:s figure was presumed to apply to .tll causes
of failure.
In znany cases, it was arbitrarily assumed that an 6ndetected
failure would automatically lead to flight failure. ¢In order to
account for the fact that some failure causes art _pecifically
vibration and/or fatigue oriented, other factor.-, were developed ?
for fatigue failure characteristic of (1) vibration in the flight
environment, and (2) life cycle in the flight cl_.vironment. The
factor for vibr, atiop, was designated gv" The factor for lift.
cycling was dcslg_.,tted go" lhese two factcrs were intended to
reprosent the time. and/or cycle sensitivity _,f the cause of fail-
I.l l'e.
The probability of a fatigue failure resulting froln v_br/tt.on a.t
resonance, p (gv), was derived as follows. On the basis oi
survival alone, thi. re is no wa_ of analyticaitv predicting failure
during the flight regime, particularly when the vibration I_.vels
can t,nlg be described statistically. One n..tl)od of glmssing is
to assume that a marginal flexure sleeve xn a random vibration
enviromnent will adhe. re to patterns of failure which were
encountered during extensive flexure sleeve evaluation tests at , 2,
Moog. These tests indicat(, that the minirn,,,tn life expectancy
of a defective and/or marginal flexure sleeve, vibrating at
resonance in a sitmsoidal vibration environn_ent (30g peak}, is
five minutes. The five minute minimum life expectancy may be d
regarded as a mean of a normal distribution of time to failure
. 16
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in the flight environment. A standard deviation, (fof 90
seconds is assumed and the -3 _ point is assumed to repre-
sent completion of static firing. Then, as illustrated in _.
Fig re 1, the probability of failure represents the shaded
portion of the curve which, from tables, is gv = 0.433
( _pp r oxima te ly ).
i
'lhe probability of fatigue tallure in a life cycle environment,
P (gc) was derived as follows: Survival of a fatiguo sensitive
component through pre-flight usage (> 100 hours) does not,
of course, obviate the possibility of failure during the subse-
. quent 10 minutes of flight. In addition, there exists r o method
for predicting failure on the basis of survival alone. During
pre-flight usage, however, there is considerable cyclic oper-
ation of the actuator and consequent stress cycles imposed
upon fatigue sensitive con_ponents. On the basis of information
provided by NASA, flight operation of the actuator requires a
very small number of signals of high amplitude usually during •
the engine start regime. During most of the flight 190 to 95%)
the servoactuator hover._ about the null regton. High aniplitude
._i_nals (> 50% of rated turrent)are generally required for
) failure of fatigue sensitive components.
In view of the fort-going, itnd the short duration of the flight
environment (< 10 min. ) relative to that for pre-flight ¢> 100
h,)urs_, a conservative t*stintate for all fatigue sensitive fail-
ures is that 1_, will fail in the flight environm,'nt, prt_vlded
that no failures have .occurred p,'ior to flight. Therefore,
p (g(-) = O. 01. *
5. 5.4 Vunctional Schematic
A flmctional schematic In the form of a block diagram is pre-
sented on page 21 as Figure 2. This is followed by definitxons
of blocks and symbols and a description of major components l
assignt'd to each block. The grouping of components in each
block can be further divided into a piece part level as indicated
in the tabulation of component groups and parts on page 23 .
17
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5. 5. 5 Reliability Calculations " :
At the outset, the assumption is made that failt ..... of the poten-
tlometer does not affect flight reliability. The max:mum
probability of failure is then computed from lable III:
Pr :-Fmax. = 0. 04_0
Rmm : I - Pr { F} max. : 0. 9550
"lhe minimum probability of failure is computed as"
Pr _'Fjmin. : 0. 00047
%
Rma x = l - Pr { t-'J" rain. : 0. 9oo5
Of ..ignificance here is the fact that the flight duration of the
"1_)an lII actuator. M()dol 17-185 is approximately 2 minutes, _
';}w ._peo_fied duration of the t7-200B _ervoactuator is 10 _'
Ill mutes.
t
Since no known di._tribution t.xists for time-to-failure it i_ {
Impossible to accommodate this divergence, it may be pre-
sumed that the conditional probabilit i factors may be optimistic
and hence the probab!lity oi failure should be higher. ._lnce -
tkcrc is no method available for assessing the accuracy ot the
conditional probability factors, the assumption is made that
tho ionger duration of the 17-200B flight ,'nvironm(:nt ha._
negligible influence.
5. 5. 5. 1 MTBF (Mean Time Between Failure)
Minimum and maximum M fBF' s may be computed as fol- _
l c,ws : '_
MTBFmi n : _167 : 3. 72 hrs'.45
MTBFma x : 16,700. .. 354 hrs.47 -:
72-
=.
-I
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A_._uming an expon_.ntial distribution of time-to-failure:
°t
Rmin. = e .-_ ._.:._0. 9560
M rain. I"
where: t = 0. 167 hrs.
' Mnlin ' = MTBF rain.
t
-t
Rmax. = e .M max. :" 0. 9995
The significance here is the fact that the exponential
a._sumption produce-, reliability estimates very close to
tho,e comp.uted for the conditional probability/ method.
| ;"
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S Y M BO l.,S
FUNCTIONAL I', l.OC KS
I INPUT CURRENT CIRCUIT
G SERVOVALVE FIRST STAGE
M G MECHANICAL FEEDBACK, PISTON POSIIION 1"O FIRST STAGE
M MECIIANICAL FEEDBACK MECIIAN|S.M, PISTON POSITION
_Q LOAD PRESSURE FEEDBACK. I:'IRST STAGE
SLEWSTATIC LOAD ERROR WASHOt'T, FIRSI .Sl'AGt:
V2 SERVOVALVE SECOND STAGE
/_ SIgRVOVAI.k'E TI'IIRD STAGE
a ACCESSORY FLUID COMPONEN'I,';
A ACTUA'IOR STRUCTURE
p PISTON ASSEMI_LY
[_,_ p MECtlANICAI. F'I::EDBACK ".ILCiI,\NISM, PIfTON
L I.OAD
ELECTRICAl. COMPONENTS
EP _L_c IRICAL OUIPUT,. PIS'ION POSITION
ZZ
!
!
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GROUPING OF" COMPONENTS
t
INPUT GURI_EN'F CIRCUIT
I. Electrical Connector /061-134q6)
t
2. Servovalve Coil Assembly (060-29835-I) i
I"
$
SERVOVAL, VE FIRST STAGE
1. Torque Motor
a. Polepiece - top and bottom (072-29841-3)
b. Magnet (072-2',84Z- 1)
,'. Coil Assenlbl_ (060-29835-1)
d. Armature-Flexure Sleeve-Flapper Assembly
(02q-41755- 1)
2. ltvdraui lc Amplifi(' r
a. Ixdet-Filter Orifice Assembly (0L0-26023-75) •
b. Nozzle Assemblies (070-41q86-1L- l)
t:. }_ody and Drain Orific_ Assembly I
MECtt,\NICAI, FEEDBACK MEC_IANISM. PISTON POSITION TO
F[RS'I STAGE
1. Feedba(_, Spring Assombly
a. Feedback Spring (110-45185-045[055)
b. Spring Seat ( 1 I 1-44325}
¢° Pivot t111-44379)
!
Z3
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GROUPING OF COMPONENTS
V_ MECHANICAL FEEDBACK MECHANISM, PISTON POSI'TION
I-'I
I. Cage Asoembly ( 130-45292- I )
a. Cage (120-45Z97)
b. Cam Follower (120-44385)
c. Leaf Spring ( I I 0- 29"/19- I )
d. Cage Loading Spring (I I0-29670-2)
PRESSURE FIRST STAGE
LOAD FEEDBACK,
I. Summing P"ston (130-29668-I)
L. Sleeve (121-21647- 1)
3. Spring-Helical, Compression (110-29670-1)!
STATIC LOAD ERROR FIRST STAGE
WASHOUT,
1. Slew Piston Assembly (11i-29686)
a. Piston (130-29690)
b. Sleeve (051-29691)
c. Helical Spring Compression (110-29688-1)
2. Slew Filter Orifice Assembly
El |IL II
Iv]SERVOVALVE SECOND STAGE
I. Valve Body :1031-428801
I
2. Bushing and:Spool A_sembly (021-45336-1) i
a. Bushing (051 _42678-1) j
b. Spool (052-4!453) i
c. Spool Return!Springs 1110-41465-2)t
24
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GROUPING OF COMPONENTS
SERVOVALVE THIRD STAGE _.
I. Valve Body (031-42880)
2. Body, Piston & Spool Assembly (030-41746)
a. Spool (05Z-42776- I)
ACCESSORY FLUID COMPONENTS
i , i
I. FilterAssembly (020!-Z9672-I) : i
¢
!
'! 2. Prefiltration Valve
a. Cap (049- 134991
b. Sleeve (121-13811)
c. Spool (049-13632) |,3. Cylinder Bypass Valve
a. Spool (052- 13494) ' [
b. Knob (049] 13465) 1c. Cap (049-13 502 )' 4. Check Valve Assembly - Body (0Z3-13725-1)
a. Cap (049-I 1307)
b. Spring (If0-11351)
c. Flapper (07Z- 11308)
d. Seat (111-11317)
5. Check Valve Assembly - Cylinder (023-13725-2)
6. Check Vent Assembly (023-12275)
I i
a. Diaphragm (083-12084-5)
¢
Z5
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GROUPING OF COMPONENTS
7. Inlet and Return Fittings
#
8. Test Ports
, a. Test Port Plug (07"3-20651-4CL)
9. Static Seals ,
ACTUATOR STRUCTURE
I. Actuator Body Assembly (03Z-13875-3)
a. Body (033-14009-I)
b, Piston Rod Seal (080-24540-139)
I. Cylinder Assembly
a. Cylinder (033- 14018)
b. Piston Rod Seal (080-24540-139)
3. Tailstock Assembly (IZI-13508)
I
a. Bearing (121-13405)
|
1. Piston Assembly .
a. Piston 1130-14013)
b. Head Seal "O"-Ring (080-Z4540-14Z)
, c. "O"-Ring Cap (082.-41693-447)
2. , Piston Rod Seal (080-Z4540-139)
3. Rod End Assembly' (121-13510) ,'
a. Bearing (12i- 13405)
!
!
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l
GROUPING OF COMPONENTS
MECHANICAL FEEDBACK MECHANISM, PISTON I_
1. (;am and Cam Guide Assembly (029-14010) I_:_"
a. Cam (120-14011) "-
b. Cam Guide (023-13995)
c. Cam Guide Tube (039-13991) li
2. Potentiometer Extension (120-13507) .,.
ir
--_ LOAD
1. Engine Inertia
2. Missile Structural Stiffness
3. Structural and Actuator Damping
r" _-_ 3Ii
1. Potentiometer (062- 13999)
II
o ,l
.M
a. Case II
b. Pin (093-02454-4)
c. Carriage and Shaft Assembly
•
(1) Wipers }
(2) Shaft Bearings
{3) Seals
d, Potentiomete r Element ,_'-"
IW
"7
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/" " I I"'1"MODEL 16-140 D SERVOVALVF _<,TC/ . _
<' _irlt2,a{ t'arts
! InstalLation X. _
030-41746-} i. Body, Piston k Spool A_sy t ;
031--,i:__t3__4 ;Le_-/B ody, I _,E.I_'.vc,VA L,J F_ 1 _ %_c,- 4 *-<%_:_-,_' .i,
- t:
0}IJO1769 Body-Forging "" j -_ED -_ B.ZL_
1_0-=Zg068-1 T PiBt n-Summing *- I i w_>EP-._c,-2:_ "_o
052:-_.-_7,..-,li 1- 6_ -1 -llspoolSl.e;.-S..,.,,i,,_ P,._.,, <' _' ti" A_
04_)"-i_]7-t i _nd C_p-bpool, RH ' ',
" _.9£Z-9638- 1 ! Cap-Spool. LHLfo .,, : '
I ..... i II w ,I. _.l' il .I. li q..*_ _;% J_ q_V_ I__ x.;¢'/_ , _9%- Ii ill , I]
049-29636-) ,_iEnd._ Cap-Yilter (Press Endl l 1
I_,_-,4t1"/4t8 t Cap. Filter 1 ...... !)___"'_T.I .... Filter_ IP.)et 1 ,J ' -i
)71-Z.9195-1 .Filte_ Support 1 ' j0ti0,.,(_}13Z-14C Screw, Cap. Sch 1. , r -
• ,:
-_,10-Z96 fO- 1 ,Spring Compression _ Z _
_!:,1-_9644ol t Spring Seat, Sui-_rnln> t-',ston 4 ' ,
I11-Z9646- 1 Pivot-A_djueto; 2
_ii-i-ztt00l- l Pivot
.J 12 -_9649- I R.etai.nin_K Collar l
I IZ-Z9648Ti Spring Cup ,>
-ti_:_ _-65-0--_--
_ Screw, Retaining 2
080- 2..4540-7 O-Ring . 2. .
080-Z,4540-84 o=B_in_g- 3
I
0Z0- Z9672.--i- - - Fift-e-r A, ' em-bl._ ...... z_ #
ozo.g¢)_173- 75 # od__-i_[70._t! Ii__C:_!_i..!mhly ...... Z
-Ofi=lT_6 ....... 'Orifice • l
071701344 O_Lflce - Blank Z I
07 I-Z964Z- 1 __O_rifi__ctB__od___............... Z - J
071:J967 i" 1 . _"iI t_er ........... 4 I
0"--71-29641- I FilterRetainer -- Ul_Ir Z !
671-Z9t_t3-i __R._Sc,,.- i_ilter 2[ 1 , i
_-i4iio-_-z-is-re,_, .......... _i i ' i , i
].5j1__7._11 L- 2_._-_._ IL.A'__/21X,_'YP__ [ ._ i _ , I
- r-7_,o4_, i,= z_'-6_-1R-___ [ " T ! ' " ' 1
w I _'_ ri2-_/-i_t----1-_-iVj,3itii_Y'-'l[_7._.I_ _ I i-_,--_._--_.4__;,_.,,_=_ _,
..................... . t -'_- -'t ..................... ;
_ltli till I I,O I,lO l ll_ll - l --Itl ._% r , _ [ !iv U!_l<_ -i'_'_ .... : _.*2J_ " !,. ; cWI('Q1 - ,:-_... . =: . .... ;: _'_,,---...--I.......... ._- _,==.i.=--..--_ . . -....( _' i:
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:I ISIMODEL" I_-,-140D SN 27 _ Subq.
• < Critlca Parts
029.41755;! Arme _F ex:_S:l .& F't3W Assy. _<--T-- --N_-_ _ .... L_-i____%___rgYq__i--
0-7-2-4]-7 50 Fla//:pe r [ - k()72,_ 416 54 A_'rnature
070-.tl 751 - 1 Flex,ire Sleeve " _ 1
110-29678-075_L_5 Wi,e, l£e,-dback, Spool -":i 1 ' I ]
fig-z9679-zg0/310....... Wire, Feec ,ck. Sum. Pist,,n --.; : 1{ "_ SN' 28, 30"lk 31 u_ed
......... 1t0,-, 997_-310[340
............ 1- t ....
080-24540-77 O-Ring- ne_r_ Sl_-_r -iI ;__
0'-f(5_-6}5;7-9C - SCrew - Flexure Sleeve Z
092-0454S Washer,_.>gck_. _ , 2 . .. }_{ __
................... ,n ...... i- ...........
():7Z--4-52i:I--9 ....... po!.e_i.e_e.__._St_, 2 Asy_embiy_ .......... SN 27 thru 46, 48, 49 _. 50
072-2984i-3 Pole iece _..... _2 ....................... used 07Z -428 _'3b-9
_J7,5-J-0-i :/8-g Polepiece-Investment Castl,_g 1 .
07_2-415 38-9 _ Stop, ..A_gmat3are -.
07.2-2__841_- 3... Polepiece '1
072J01_ 7_ 5 ............ pol_e_pi_gg_e-_I._!v_st_m_r!k_('.astir_g ..... 1
0_7_4_4_.-17- f -- _lag_ae-t-,-Perrn_];_e-;,t ....... '_'
,10"-29847. ]', kn,"
,F(2b-_-9835-1 .... Spacer - Motor _ 2 ,, b,', :\ RColl Assemoiv _ i ' "b.__ -
_000-29831-J Form, Coil 2
t090-0;141-52S Screw - Motor 4
i
_ ]Assembly, Nozzle _. 12 .
[Q7-0----4--19--8-b'-12-1 ii ;1)', Nozzle __. 2 ,070-41984 ] o
'07_O_d0_1929 4_Body, Nozzle Blank 2
o70-00>.0-_ ]-i_ozk-_-_-- -.:_-_ " --_ ,
L -.06__61_3_4_96Con_._Rt._."Elec,'pTO"JH-,,-4Pl!-_- iI _ sol_r e_r_eYo sy;,e
064-06089-15 -- "Tubi---7_4-¥e-f[o,_--(4 pcs--){p_ro;--1-'T]10 L-A](!_.. ... 1 ........
994--2_O120.(2.__20 ...... :Lf?ykw_ire ............. [ .[_A]/I_., t +
080-Z,t5.t()-78 O-RiD& (Nozzle Block) _4 _ . _
9_9_O_-__L_.z.d_O.S-_.. ¢r_cxvN_ ..... - . , 24
_4_.: 441_18 ._2._Coye_r........................ ' I : ,i' ._. ..
390-.06141-10C ._,_crg_w .......................... !2 - ' -" , ,!
- -4 - .......... . , .
........... ___[ I I i ;
7_2._Alt:O3_l_-_4_J764-2_IS_o_, - Pi____ton tk Sp--_o-l-[A-sSlc[/_u,,ing 03 -42'880-fi l,t::t)[ in place of
031-42880-1 Body, and 952-42.776-2 S_ool in place of 052-42776-1 Spool. - ,
*_-:-,_._tvpgd: I_----_ .... 7r-- 7-- [ .... ] ........ i " I -
•_ ........... &,---7 ...... i " 't3z_o4 h0Ji4/_5_] ,aWY..¥t"_, [ I. _.I , .
'i, tn. _ -IO uO" l " O_Vl- ' ' 0v "2 t.k'_, ,,' |i_v'iit LLj-8-_W- -,.7,_._i_,_--7- . :,_-[_ , ,
_ ::_ _ ' ...... : - : _ : --_: -_. =_=_.__-_-___,_,_-=__-_t. _- --_-__..q
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_z .12U-45793 C,_ge & Follower •\ssembly .1 . . SE4"_/'J __...... _-
A,_ k_U-.lS_.._a-' Cage .\._sembly . 1 _ ' c_-E_-_,"_,_52_5 P"
12b--tlt_lIa (;age End . 1 ,
'_, 120-45297 Yoke, Spring Ca_ge . 1 .....
l'.0-41b().t Fxtension.. Cam Follower I
0_1.,,.-._' ' _'r ",3,• - 1 N,_,t Adjustor_ 1
10-L9719-I Leaf Spring 1 ..
.llVJ017_t_ _Spr Lug, L _a f_5."t._a_ml,ing ..... 1, , ......
110.r'!;!72u- 1 Leaf St.rigg ........ 11 .....
.110d01787 Spring, LeaA, St,imping .. . 1 ...............
12(1-4458s C,im Follower Absen)bly . 1 , _.
1 _.0--14 ";bd Shaft . 1 . ..
2t)-44_,_5 Roller, Cam Follower 1
12 l-" 15,_7 Ctevl._ _ . 1. ; ..
"(J')0-_)61 _!,- 10C Screw Cap, Sch. -(i..eaf Spring) 4
-)
,')92-297"-t- 1 Retainer ,-
-" - v 2 .... ,Z 09a.rgkgAJ• >:r,_-
_llo-..egbTo-2 S.pri.ng_, (L,:-a_?r.:_{Ca__e Loading.} . ! _. /2k
11 174__432_ 7! Pivot_ ( Ieow e r ) ............ 1 . _ ..
090-29728- l 5c rew._Ad_u_ star ............... 1 "-
.111-..44_25 Seat, Spr!n_t .......... -t |.
,I I 1-44_'7 Pivot Flapper .......... I
'i] I-_443 z') Pivot l " |
t
10_=2')81b=1 Bracke." _ s .senably ..... 1 _ ,
i_0.i='!_Z7 Bra.cketeCarp. HSG.Su.pport 1 i (Replaces lu_=2")729-1).
103J01895 Brkt. =C:am HSG_Sp_t. Invest. Cast. I i. ,.i ........
003-'9814=1 l)uwel (Bracket t9 Cam (3aide) 1 _ ; i
0__0-0_)[2')=|6(: Screw Cap, Sch.,(B_rkt. to I;ody) 4 I ,
.0.94=-11_71 Ring, Reta!ning 4 ..... _.
07_s- 13459- 1 Union . 4 i
(-_30;?.4540..54 O-Ring (Union}) •. _- - ,8 : !
107.__-29711 = 1 Ua_on _ 4 + ,. ,.
oSt =24540=7 O=Ring 8 , .
........ rap;-cabie ............ ' ....... "103=24927 c1:_ 1
1u3=411,'5=1 Cl,kn_, Cable 1
092-411o4- 1 w_._.sher. ............... 1 . , _ i
0"_-249"_1_.8C 5crew, Button ltd. 2 _ .............
i I i'
"0-7-4- 20_ 82 Nameplate ... 1 , _ ,
(190=06204 Drive Screw 2 ' .
MSu"95(.20 Lockwire _ .: ./k , '
........... ' ' ) Emerson-Cumings V
.potting. Compound 2651 .... . ,' t"-" ' .........
On Ser. No'_s. 27 .th r u_ .?.33- Sele_ct__{.-._l.)" or (.,-2)_.t?.obtain rain, clearance betw_een Pivot--
shank dia, & its matin_ hole ot Ca_te As_embl_,
-t a' ) ..........' .......... ................... YP_2........ - _.__ .... L .................
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Critical Parts
_1 14.007 ..... Installatxon X i_-.
1._7-41787 Schematic X ' i ' '1074 42124 conta_ner, S?i:pp:r-.g I l ' "
010-14003 1 Actuator Assemt)lv "" '1 i ,".E'.(X
032. 13860 4 Body & Spool Assembly :
l05Z- !40')7 S_;ool (Pref:itrat.oa) ; I
029 42253 Spool & Knob Assembly _ j
..... b It :
052-134'_4 Spool (Cyl Bv-pas.s; 1 t.- , .... - , : ¢049- 134o5 Knob ,;
....... II
093 02454-_ Roll P:n/ESNA No. 79 013-078-0 ,87 1 _ [
032-13875 _ Body AssemLl___ ., 1 ! , .
69-4"2vi45 Insert Faatener 18 Rosdn bK Zg_L l
071 1403t, Or:rice Bush,ng 1 i ' I
033-1 400? - 1 Bod_ Actuator 1 _
053 13_79-1 Forging-Body Actuator 1
0B0-Z454',-LI O-r_ng (Spocl, C71 By p,_ss) 21 l I
049-1350Z Cap, Cyl By-pass .11 t t
} 049-1:. --_4 Cap, Cyl By-pass 1[ i0 li ,
_.11 -1350._ ' 5pr:n_,, Delen', , ;
l 0.9_0-061 _7 Screw, Ca?, Sch _t ]l__09.t ,,%11._ Wasr, er. _ .'$ 4 )
I5;i .... " .........
___'_ _" -_=":_""'"_' - - 1 _ '. .. _ _ ,, , ¢,r_-_. _ 'i
049- 1 _4 :-3 Cap, Pref1!trat:on 1 _ [ : " -'i' :"I:',-"',,, ,
) 24"4,'-79 , 0 "r:ng (Cap & Spool) ' -,; I
)Sg-l":.6 .'_-.l_'t. 81 Cap /-r:na_ O.D. .1 '_, ;
i ' '049-'1__,,b ; Cap, Pret-ltra,:o_, Valet. 1[ :
121-!3611 ! ._leevc. Preflltrat:on 11 '
049 13632 _ buttor, Spo)l, f':'.-hltrat:o:_ 1 _ t t
09_2.-07110-1 ! Washer, Flat S i i
09_0 '.)t, 129-20C i Screw. Cap, Sc'-. O[ i '
080-4.ZC-2:J:," .''_. "- -,t=¢'_C4 '-_,_£' ;..',.,- '.x'J.5 " _,,.j I
' ' ' t IOJ,_-2_'.Y-_ ,£ Cap O m,,g ;, : I
02-141 _,. Spacer 11 l "I
0_!'14153D42' i Nu_.t l[ t j081 141._5 [ Washer 1, i o ," -- I .&
• i - _e" . '_.... ._" ._. , I t
'_-:_._-,;- -- ._C.A% c,-. . :'_" _,.L.. I|
...... I _ _. I '
,
t I 't '
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TABLE II f
Summary of components which are exempted from contribution
to significant failure modes because they are parts for which
analysis or testing has assured adequate safety margins.
Part Number Part Name
031 -42880-1 Body, Servovalve
121 -29647- 1 Sleeve-Summing Piston
052-42776- l Spool
049-29637-! End Cap-Spool, RH
049-29638-1 End Cap-Spool, LH
049-29636-3 End Cap-Filter (press End}
049-41748 Cap, Filter
071-29671-1 Filter, Inlet
110-29670-1 Spring, Compression
090-29650-I Screw, Retaining
020-29672- 1 Filter Assembly
071-29674- 1 Filter
071-29643- 1 Retaining Screw - Filter
021-45336-1 1st & 2nd Stage Assembly
031-45338-1 Body, Bushing & Spring Cup Assy.
031-41452-1 Body Assembly
03i-41452-2 Body
093- 28472- D0635 Plug
050-42@85- 1C-10 Bushing & Spool Assy.
051-42678-1 Bushing
052-41453 Spool
043-41447 End Cap
.043-41456 End Cap, Adjustor SideQ
110-4146_-2 Spring, Helical, Compr. Spool Return
020-260/3-75 Orifice Assembly t
071-26012 Body, Orifice
071 -22286 Orifice
071-26014 Filter
. 049-41455 Cover, Filter
090-25606- l0 Sc i-ew
58 o
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TABLE II (cont' d. )
Part Number Part Name
072-41750 Flapper
072-41654 Armature
110-29678-075/085 Wire, Feedback, Spool
110=29679-290/310 Wire, Feedback, Su. Piston i
072- 29842-1 Magnet, Permanent
120-45293 Cage & Follower Assembly _
120-45292- ! Cage Assembly
120-41802 Cage End
120-45297 Yoke, Spring Cage
!20-41804 Extension, Cam Follower
091-29733-1 Nut, Adjustor
110-2q719- 1 Leaf Spring
110-29720- l Leaf Spring
120-44388 Cam Follower Assembly4 B
120- 44386 Shaft
120-44385 Roller, Cam Follower :
121-44387 Clevis
090-06130-10C Screw Cap, Sch. (Leaf Spring)
III-44326-I Pivot, (Lower)
090-29728- 1 Screw Adjustor
111-44327 Pivot Flapper
111-44329 Pivot
103-29818- I Bracket Assembly
, 103-42837 Bracket-Cam HSG Support :
093-29814-1 Dowel (Bracket to Cam Guide)
094-41371 Ring, Retaining
potting Compound 2651 i
010- 14008- 1 Actuator Assembly !
032- 13860-4 Body & Spoo! Assembly
052- 14097 Spool (Pre(iltration)
029-42253 Spool & Knob Assembly
052-13494 Spool (Cyl. By-pass)
032- 13875-3 Body Assembly
049-13502 Cap, Cyl By-Pass
049-13504 Cap, Cyl By-Piss
049-13499 Cap, Prefiltration
049-13500 Cap, Prefiltration Valve
59"
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TABLE II (cont' d. )
Part Number Part Name
121-13436 Liner- Bearing, Piston
082 - 20036 - 274 Ring - Back -up
071- 13365- 1 Element-Filter
091- 13526 Nut-Filter Retainer
110-29688-1 Spring-Helical, Compr
050-41131 Piston & Sleeve Assy
130-29690 Piston
049- 29689 Cap- Spring
094-29602 Retainer
073-45246 Cam Drive Tube Assembly
073-13450 Tube, Cam Drive
130- 14013 Rod- Piston
091- 13472 Nut-Jam
•073-13459-1 Union (Cyl to Act. Body)
080-42900-242-2 Seal, Ouad. Ring(Cyl to Piston Rod)
131-09084-37 Ring-Scraper
073-29711 Union
049- 14023 Cap
121-13509 Bearing Fitting, Body End
090-29911-61 Screw, Cap, Sch.
090-06120-8C Screw, Cap, Sch.
121-13405 Bearing, Spherical
121-13491 Bearing Fitting, Rod End
094- t3511 Lock, Rod End
091-13512 Nut, Rod End
• 090-29911-62 Screw (Valve to Body)
090-06129-44C Screw (Valve to Guide) :
60
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TABLE III
Summary of components which are exempted from contribution _,
to significant failurc modes because they are parts for which
f_ilure will not cause the actuator performance to be outside
of the specification.
Part Number Part Name
090-06132-14C Screw, Cap, Sch
071-29695- 1 Filter Support
090-06132=14C Screw, Cap, Sch
i 11 =29644= 1 Spring Seat, Summing Piston
1 l 1 =29646- 1 Pivot-Adjustor
111 -28002= 1 Pivot
112-29649- 1 Retaining Collar
I12-29648- 1 Spring Cup _.
093-29693- 1 Plug
= 071 =29642- I Orifice Body
071=29641-I Filter Retainer = Upper
071=29640- 1 Filter Retainer = Lower _
112-45323 Cup, Spring _
112-45337-1 Spring Cup & Clinch Nut Assy. _.
1 1 1
=45322 Cup, Spring=Adjustor
091 =25527 Nut Clinch _-
090-20054=AC6-H4 Screw, Adjustor
111M00351 Adjustor
090- 06130-9S Screw
090-06130- 12S Screw
II._=41449 Pivot
III-41466 _eat, Spring, Spool Return
071=41457 Retainer, Orifice
090=07587=9C Screw - Flexure Sleeve
092=04548 Washer, Lock
072=45217-9 , Polepiece & Stop Assembly
072 =29841 -3 Polepiece
072=41538=9 Stop, Armature
072=29841 -3 Piston
102-29847 Spacer - Motor
060-29831-1 Form, Coil
090=06141=32S Screw - Motor
61
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TABLE III (cont' d. )
Part Number Part Name
064-06089-10 Tubing, Teflon (Approx 18"lg. }
064-06080-15 Tubing, Teflon (4 pcs Approx l"lg)
094-20120C20 Lockwire
090-06132-38S Screw Mounting
04q-44118 Cover
090-06141- 10C Screw
092-29724- 1 Retainer
111-44325 Seat, Spring
090-06129-16C Screw Cap, Sch. , (Brkt. to Body}
073-13459- 1 Union
073-29711-1 Union
I03-24927 Clamp, Cable
I03-4|I03-I Clamp, Cable
092-41104- I Washer
090-24951-8C Screw, Button Hd.
074- 20382 Nameplate
090-06204 Drive Screw
MS0995C20 Lockwire
049- 13465 Knob
093-02454-6 Roll Pin(ESNA No. 79-018-078-0687)
094-29115 Insert Fastener
071-14036 Orifice Bushing
110-13503 Spring, Detent
090-06127 Screw, Cap, Sch
092-06115 Washer, #8
082-29969-0- 1368 Cap -O-ring O. D.
121-13811 Sleeve, Prefiltration
049-13632 Button, Spool, Prefiltration
092-07110-1 Washer, Flat
090-06129-20C Screw, Cap, Sch
102- 14132 Spacer
091 -14133D428 Nut
081- 14135 Washer
023-13725-1 Check Valve Assy (Act. Body)
049-11307 Cap
110-11351 • Spring
072- 11308 Flapper
t •
62
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TABLE III l
Part Number Part Name !
111-11317 Seat l
7
090-13684 Screw (Mach., Fillister Hd. )
103-13454 Trunnion
L
090-13498 Screw, Cap, Sch, Hd
082- 13736 Ring-Back-up Filter
082-20036-142 Ring-Back-up (Filter, Large End
082-20036- 131 Ring-Back-up
111-29687 Seat-Spring ,.
051-29691 Sleeve
103-13992 Bracket, Cam Guide
071-13993 Ring, Cam Guide
082-13505 Scraper Ring (Cam)
121-13439 . Liner-Bearing, Cam Guide
073-45244 Collar, Cam Drive _i
073-45245 Fitting, Cam Drive _
090-06130-12C Screw, Cap, Sch
093-02454-4 Roll Pin (ESNA-79-018-078-0312)
121- 13578 Ring- Bearing
090-06276-9C Screw, Cap. Sch.(Potentiometer)
023-12275 Check Vent Assembly
083-42983 Diaphragm Assembly
083 - 12084- 5 Diaphragm
090- 12244 Screw-Vent
102- 12226 Spacer
083-12245 Seal, Washer
023-13725-2 Check Valve Assembly (Cylinder)
049- 11307 Cap
110- 11351 Spring
072- 11308 Flapper
111 - 11317 Seat
090-06129-16C Screw, Cap, Sch.
092-07110-1 Washer
090-29911-69 Screw, Cap, Sch.
090- 13684 Screw, Machine Fil Hd
!01-14109 Adaptor, Heat Shield
63
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TABLE Ill (cont' d. )
Part Number Part Name
131-14102 Plate Vernier
090-06132-14C Screw, Cap. Seh.
092-06091 Washer, No. 10
131- 14101 Scale
103113513 Bracket, Scale
0q0-13646 Screw, Captive, Sch.
090-06130-24C Screw, Cap. Sch. [
09Z-06115. Washer, #8
023- 12722 Val re-B1 eeder
073-20651-4CL Plug, Bleeder (Test Port)
074M00437 Name plat e
090-06204 Drive Screw
131-i4099 Sleeve Mid-stroke Lock
090-13608 Screw, Captive, Sch.
103-13996 Clamp, Mid- stroke Lock
090-14026 Screw, Captive Sch.
051- 13713 Guide-Bushing
051-13768 Ferrule & Tube Assy.
051- 13717 Ferrule
073- 13721 Tube Dust Cover
049- 13518 Cover
090-06132-20C Screw, Cap, Sch.
092-06091 Washer, No. 10
090- 13597 Sc rew (Seelskrew)
04g-13618 Cover, Shipping
092-07130-1 Washer, Flat
094- 20120- C 20 Lockwi re
i •
t
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MARGIN OF SAFETY ANALYSIS
STRESS CALCULATIONS
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DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS
:'. area, in 2
A 1 amplification factor
a outside radius, in.
a I outside diameter of cylinder flange, in.
b inside radius, in.
b 1 bolt circle diameter of cylinder flange, in.
C distance from neutral axis to fibre of maximum stress, in.
I
C 1 end fixity coefficient
D 1 flexural rigidity of head i
D 2 flexural rigidity of cylinder
d mean diameter of cylinder, in.
E modulus of elasticity, psi.
e eccentricity, in.
F load, lb.
F e endurance limit, psi.
Fsu ultimate shear, psi.
Ftu ultimate tensile stress, psi.
Fry yield tensile stress, psi .
f stress, psi.
fb bending stress, psi.
e
Fcy yield compressive stress, psi
Fsy yield shear stress, psi
73
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DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS
fr radial stress, psi.
¢ shearing stresF,, psi
-$
ft, f_k tangential stress, psi
fx . longitudinal stress, psi
F c compressive stress
2 32.2 , 'g acceleration of gravity, ft. /sec. -
h cylinder flange thickness, in.
I moment of inertia, in. 4
d
K r stress multiplication factor
Ks stress concentration factor
K t spring rate, lb. /in.
K.E. kinetic energy, in. -lb.
L length, in.
M bending moment, in. -lb.
@
M1 axial bending moment per unit length of circumference at inner
edge, in. -lb. /in.
M 2 axial bending moment per unit length of circumference on head
at junction, in. -lb. /in.
M o bending moment per unit length of circumference exerted by head
on cylinder, in. -lb. /in.
M r radial bending moment per unit length of circumference in head,
in. - lb. / in.
74
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DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS
M t tangential bending moment per unit of radius in head, in. -lb. /in.
It,
M x longitudinal bending moment per unit length of circumference in
cylinder, in. -lb. /in. i
MS margin of safety _.
m 1 lN number of bolts in flange attachment
N 1 radial force per unit length of circumference on midplane of head
at junction, lb. /in.
N O axial force per unit length of circumference acting on cylinder
positive when tension, lb. /in. [
P load, lb. i_ i
p internal pressure, psi , ,,
PB burst pressure, psi.
pp proof pressure, psi.
Qo shear force per unit length of circumference exerted by head on
cylinder, lb. /in.
R load, lb.
r mean radius of cylinder, in.
ra outer radius, in.
r i inner radius, in.
"t thickness, in.
t I thickness of cylinder head, in.
7S
IBm
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DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS
t 2 thickness of cylinder, in.
V velocity, in. /sec.
W actuator weight, lb.
W I weight of driven mass, lb.
W 3 load, lb.
d
W o radial displacement of cylinder at juncture, positive inward, in.
W_o rotation or slope of cylinder at juncture
X 1 maximum air gap between armature and polepiece stop, in.
Z section modulus, in. 3
d_._w rotation at the edge of head, r = ddr 2
6 radial displacement of midplane of head, positive outward, in.
f
51 radial displacement of surface of head acted upon by pressure,
positive outward, in.
6Z deflection of cam follower, in.
6t p dimensional change due to temperaturo differential, in.
A deflection, in.
poisson _ s ratio
-Bx
hyperbolic function = (sin /3x) e
p _ - radius of gyration, in.
p' coefficient of thermal expansion, in. /in. /° F.
O angle of rotation, radians
"_k hyperbol'ic function = (cos Bx + sin Bx) e "_x
76
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MARGIN OF SAFETY *-
I
btress analyses of the major structural elements of the Model
17-200 servoactuator were carried out as Task I of the reliability
analysis. The results of each stress analyses is presented as
margin of safety (MS). As discussed in reference 26, margin of
safety represents the ratio of excess strength to the required
strength and was calculated as follows:
1
F
MS = -- - I
where: F = allowable stress
f = operating stress
#
MS = margin of safety
m
,
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. DESIGN CRITERIA
a. Pressure Rating
Pressures Supply Press.ure Return Pressure ,
Rated pressure 2000 ± 200 20 to 100
Proof 3300 1000
Burst 6000 2000
b. Pressure Design Criteria
yield pressure - py = pp
ultimate pressure = Pb
MS > 1 yield and ultimate l
c, Structural Design Criteria
yield load = Py - 72,000 lb.
ultimate load = Pu = Po Ap
MS _> 1 yield and ultimate
d. Fatigue Design Criteria
Stresses wiil be calculated on the basis o[ maximum operating
pressure and must be:
!
ff < endurance limit of the material
THERMAL ENVIRONMENT
Elevated te_nperature (275" F) material properties were used in all cal-
culations, these properties were taken from MIL-Handboc.K-5 and
represent the minimum strength to be expected for the material.
• r
78
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TABLE Vl i
SUMaMARY OF MINIMUM MARGINS OF SAFETY [:[.
• Moog Minimum
Part Name Part Number MS
!
Cylinder 033-14018 - . 16
Piston Head 1 130-14013 . 15
i
Piston Shaft i 130- 14013 .88
Actuator Body 1 033- 14009 1.65
Rod End 121-13510 .99
Tailstock 12i-13508 .84
Flexure Sleeve 070-41751 2. 80
7?
!
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1.0 ACTUATOR CYLINDER P/N 033-14018
;
1. I Discussion
The actuator cylinder, with integral head, is forged from 4340
steel. The cylinder is bolted to the actuator body througL an
external flangd. The cylinder head is designed as a flat circular
plate with a circular hole at the center. For this anatysis, the
head is assumed fully restrained at the inner edge with the exter-
nal edge considered partially restrained at the juncture with the
cylinder. The head thickness at the relief radius is considered
constant for the entire head. The actual thickness of the head is
sufficient to make stresses calculated from the assumed t_ickne'ss
c onse r vative.
Mo,2 Loadi ('2
Figure 3 shows the loads acting on _ / _i I NQ_L_._Ndof a uniform pressur pwhich, acti g i i
alone, produces a uniform expansion P i
of the cylinder; a bending moment per _
unit
_ength of circumference Mo; a I ...........
shear force per unit length of circum- [
ference C)o; and an axial force per unit dl || _i
lengthNo. TheaxialforceNoispro- .' _ _ --'--_duced by the pressure acting on the head j --.
which tends to stretch the cylinder. The 7 i _tl _-
shear force O o and bending moment M o
are produced by the restraint exerted
by the head in preventing the expansion Figure 3
of the cylinder t_nd,_.rpressure.
Figure 3 also s_,.owsthe loads applied to the head wk_ch is regarded
as a thin elastic plate, fixed at the inner edge, carrying u uniformly
distributed load. The equilibrium of forces axially determines N o.
The internal pressure loads used to determine stress levels are:
Pyield = pp = 3300 psi
,,s 0
Pultimate = PB = 6000 psi
8O
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' ACTUATOR CYLINDER
I.3 Mate rial Allowable
Material: 4340 steel (H.T. R c 34 to 38)
Fty = 130,000 psi at 80 ° F; 123,500 psi at 275"F
Ftu = 155,000 psi at 80 °F; 147, Z00 psi at Z75 °F
Fcy = 130,000 psi at 80 ° F; IZ3,500 psi at 275 ° F i
Fsu = 97,800 psi at 80 ° F; 92,800 psi at 275 ° F :'_
Fsy = 82,200 psi at 80"F; 78,000 psi at 275 ° F }t
t
F e = 77,500 psi
• !
£
• o
.°
q
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ACTUATOR CYLINDER f _o Q_ *
/
_____._
1.4 Stress Calculations 7 ........ -.-i_ 1_ --_'--_ _ ........... r; ]l• aw aI. 4. 1 Head Cylinde r End __ ',V =
Lr_
I
..... ! r____ !
It is first necessary to determine
the shear force Oo, and bending
moment Mo, from the required con-
rtinuity of displacement and rote_tions I ,.'/ M,+= -_o
at the junction. References Zl and _ -_ 2
22 will be used for this analysis, fJI
From the theory of a cylindrical Figure 4
shell, the radial displacement
(positive inward) W o and the rota-
tion at the junction are (reference
21, page 393):
I (PMo+Qo) P_tz (t-_-}
Wo = -Z-'_Z - -----4¢_ z
_V_ol= - l (2p,Mo  Qo)
_e,_= _'z(+-_2)-_ el+ = o._s2
L l=lt2 )z J!
E_2 3
0z = ,zO._= ) = o.,zlr. _._o_
E. -- 2_.S _.lO"_°
_'Z. -- ,_G 8z
m-
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The equations for W o and -W o include the effect of N O. From
equilibrium of forces in an axial direction N o = pd
4
(.%2 Mo,qo ) (9.8)• p ( I- _)
WO - -
?_(.q_2)_ (.121(o,so_,) 4(7._5.5_o6)(._(o)
Wo : - 1.995_ IO°p - 4-.54f I0° Mo-4.77 x I0-_'Qo
[z Mo Qo]
-Wo I = -
" 2 (.95£) z (.l£1GxlO°)
- Wo/= - 6.(,,4 _rI0-° Mo - 4._ x I0"_0Qo t
. The head, treated as a thin elastic plate with a fixed inner edge, _:
deflects under pressure, and bending moment at the outer edge. i "To determine the rotation at the edge, r = d/Z, it is necessary
to use the method of superposition as outlined in reference _-l, _
, pages 61 through 67. Using this method, it is necessary to _
superimpose on the rotation at the edge obtained for the plate _ "without a fixed inner edge the rotation produced by the bending
moments and shear forces shown in Figure 5 !'
. ii |
P -MZ . ._ ..
Q__ _MI
p
I
Figure 5 83
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For the case of a uniformly loaded circular plate with supported
edges (reference Zl, page 61 - 62):
,
1 b,\\\"x',,3 l\\\\ .N\'t
A I I A
where E = 2.8.5 * l0_"
tl = .97
/a=.5
- r -- _IZ = a..9
Eel5
D,= IZ (I-_t?-)= 1.954x i0_, f
at r - cl/2,
I 16 (i.954 _ tO_') 1.5
i
_[-_r]I"--5.79 x I0-_"p
i
84
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For the case of a plate with a shearing force Q distributed
along the inner edge (reference 21, pages 64 - 65): ,,
Q O
1//////I
A ' \
d[_r] = b 2 r p t(1 - Z In _r 1-_ _ 2b 2 b2 8DI a) + 1_1 a2.b 2 In--a
2 (I+_) a 2 b2 b }
- -- In --
r 2 (I-_4) a2-b 2 a
d
' * at r =- b = 2. 375 in.'
# 2' ' t
[ ] = t "7 2 {2"375)2(-'724) !_
dw (2.375)2(4. 9)p I + (-_-_ _2 8 (I.954 x 106) ("_2 2. _'_'_2)
2 1. 3 (4. 9)212. 375) 2 (-. 7241
" (4. 9)z ( --_i ('_-'.9z - 2. _-g21 _.
#' ,
- 4.98x 10 6p
2
• 85
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For the case of a circular plate with the moments M1 and
M 2 uniformly distributed along the inner ahd outer boundaries,
respectively, (reference 21, pages b3 and 64):
M 2 M2
,i,
_rr 3 D1 (a2 . b 2) 1 + _ + r (1 -fl)
at r = d/2 :
[dw]_= ," _-52_I' 9[_2........Mz+_52,.,M,]3 (1. 954 x106 (4_ 2-2.
(4. 9) z (2. 37fi) 2 (M z + M 1) (
4.9 (.7)
= -1.695 x 1 M 1 -3.62 x 10 -6
• 3 t
wa
$
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ACTUATOR CYLINDER
From reference 21, page 66:
!
b2 P 2(l-_)(gg- 1)  4(1 +,_) _'2 In _-
M1 = [ 22 ]b8 (l+)-z + 1-/_ _ -
M 1 = 2.31 p
d
t 1
M a = O o "_- - M o
M 2 = .485 Qo - Mo
[d--wl 3.91 x 10-6 -6 -6 .
j = - p -I.757 x I0 Qo + 3.62 x I0 M o[dr 3
9
Ldrjr d = _rr
2
-
d -4.72 x I0 6 -6= p -1.757 x I0 Qo + 3. b2 x I M o i
r _ _1
q
87 t
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The effect of a unHorm tension in the midplane _. ,_he plate of
amount NI is to produce a radial displacement of amount: [
i NI
.- u _ r
6 E (I /_ ) TI
This is the displacement of the center line of the heacl. The
displacement o5 the edge abutting the cylinder is:
61 : 6 + 2 d
2
NI : "Qo
-.7(4.9) Oo .97 [ - 6: + _ -4.7Z x 10 6 -
61 28. 5 x 10-6(. 97) 2 t p -1.757 x 10 Go
+3. 62 x 10 -6 MoJ
0
81 = -2. Z9 x 10-6p -. 949 x 10 -6Q o +1.757 x 19 -6 M °
Figure 2 shows the details at the junction and indicates the positive
sense of , [ Jr dWrW] The condition, to beWo,- W o, 6,and dr - _2
satisfie_i at the junction are:
W o : - 6 1 : - 6 - _- d
r : 2
. -l.993p-4.54Mo-4.77Q o ; 2.29p._.949Qo-I.757M °
2. 783M o +5.719Q o ; -4.28p
M o-l.2. 355Q ° : -1. 537p .
° 88
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i'and
° d [-
-8.64 M o -4.54Qo - -4.72 p -1.757 Qo +3. 62 M o
-12.26 M o -2.783 Qo = -4.72 p , i_
-Mo -.227 (DO = -. 385 p
Qo - - 1. 05 p
• M o = . 62 p
0
89 l
i
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1.4. 1. 1. S trcas in the Cylinder
From reference 15, pages 391 - 394. ,,L
Mx : 2---_" • 97
M_ = // M x 07b-S".................. -
/<X : (cos /_ X + sin_X) e -_X
\,
\. 125 R
• _ : (sin _X) e -BX
X p X ). _ Mx M;_ t2 fx fA
• 05 .0476 .998 .0454 .569 . 171 .387 29. 13 13. 18
.10 •0952 .990 •087 . 518 •155 .36 30.81 13.99
.15 .#1438 .982 .1242 .472 .142 .36 28.66 13.38
.20 .1904 .967 .1573 .425 .127 .36 26.48 12.69
90
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3
The maximam combined longitudinal stress occurs at 0. I inches
from the juncture of head and cylinder. 1
6M x pR
fx = _ 2 2t 1
t2 2
fx = 6(. 518) p + _ _ 30. 81 p
(. 36)2 2(. 36)
t
The maximum combined longitudinal yield stress for py = 3300
psi is : _
(fxly = 30.81 py = 30. 81 (33001 = 101,800 psi _
The maximum combined longitudinal ultimate stress for Pu ; :_"t',
6000 psi is" _ "
° (fx) u = 30.81 Pu = 30.81 (6000) - 184,860 psi - |
The maximum combmed longitudinal operating stre_s for Po • "ll
2200 psi is:
(fx)o = 30.81 (2200) = 67,800 psi
The margin of safety for combined longitudinal stress
yield MS = [130'000 - 1] = .2_101,800 _
1 000 _ultimate MS = 55, - l J = -. 16
I.184,860 j
77,500 ! -
• fatigue limit MS - 67,800 = 1. 14
The maximum combi;_ed tangential stress occurs at. 1 inches
2
from the junctare of head and cylitlder:.
6 M_,
fk = PR ._ _
t2 t22 _
fA = 4,9p + 6(. 155)p = 13.99 p
(. 36) (. 36)2 _
U
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The maximum combined tangential yield stress for py = 3300
psi is:
(fA)y : 13.99 (3300) : 46, 2.00 psi!
The max:murn combined tange.tial ultimate stress for Pu :
6000 psi is:
(f),)y -- 13. 99 (6000) = 83, 940 psi
The maximum combined longitudinal operating stress for Po :
2Z00 psi is:
(fx)o : 13. 99 (2200) : 30,800 psi
T_e margin of safety for maximum combined tangential stress:
yield MS : [ 130,000 I] : 1.8146,200
The radial shear stress at the juncture o¢ ilead and cylinder is:
fs : __O° : -1.05 p : 2.92 p |
t2 .36
e
The yield and ultimate radial shear stresses are:
(fs)y : 2. 92 py : 2.92 (3300) : 9,630 psi
(fs)u : 2. 92 Pu : 2.92 (6000) : 17,520 psi
The margin of safety for the radial shear stress is:
yieldMS : [78,0009.630 1] : Large
9Z
i I
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I. 4. I. 2 Stresses in the Head ;
I The maximum bending moment at the midplane and outer
edge of the head is assumed to occur at the tangent point
of the relief radius or at the point of minimum thickness.
ot IMR : M2 _ o 1 Mo2
MR = -1.052 p('97) _.62 p = -I. 13 p in. in.-lb" _.
i"in. - lb.
M t : . 3 M R : -3. 39 p
in. _.
Radial Tension : N 1 : Q : 1.05 p lb. /in.
pd 9.8 p
Normal Shear = N O = -- = -- = 2. 45 p lb. /in.
• 4 4
The maximum combined radial stress
6M R N 1
fR : :-
(tl)2 t I
fR 6(-1. 13) p + 1 05 p -5.91 p
{. 97 )2 .97 [
1'he maximum combined radial yield stress for py =
3300 psi.
fRy : -5,91 (3300) : 19,500 psi
The maximum combined radial ultimate stress for Pu --
6000 psi.
fRu : -5.91 (6000) : 35,460 psi
93
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| The margin of safety for the combined radial stress
[130,000 ]yield MS = 19, 500 - 1 -- Large
155,000 ]ultimate MS -- 35,460 - 1 = 3. 37
The maximum combined tangential stress:
ft = .3 £R = .3 (-5.91) = -1.773 p
The maximum combined tangential yield stress for py -
3300 psi
£ty = -1.77 (3300) = 5,840 psi
The maximum combined tangeutial ultimate stress for Pu =
6000 psi
ftu = -1.77 (6000) = I0,620 psi
The margin of safety for the combined tangential stress:
130,000 ]yield MS = 5,840 - 1 = Large
!
• [ 155, ooo iultimate MS = 10,620 - 11 =
The normal shear stress is:
N
fs = __° = 2.45 p = 2. 53 p
tI .97
' 94
W
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The ncrmal shear yield stress for py = 3300 psi
(fs)y = Z. 53 (3300) = 8,350 psi !6
The normal shear ultimate stress for Pu : 6000 psi
(fs) u = 2. 53 (6000) = 15, 180 psi
The margin of safety for the normal shear stress I_
130,000 ]yield MS = 8,350 - 1 =
I155. 000 1ultimate MS = 15, 180 - 1 = La__r_
95 f
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1.4. 2 Cylinder Flanged End
The flarlged end of the cylinder is bolted to the actuator body.
The flange is also set in a recess machined in the actuator
body which restrains the flange from rotating. This gives the
cylinder the effect of being built in. The edge bending moment
, a,nd shear are as shown in reference 21, page 399.
ol
't 1Oi .36. I |
. ; _--- .09R
M o = P - P = .553 p
2/_ 2 2 (. 952) 2
Vo - P - P = - I. 05 p
.958
The combined longitudinal stress and the combined tangential
stress at. 09 inches from the edge of the flange, t 3 = . 36",
M x = .461p, M_t = . 138p;
pR 6M x 4.9 p ._ 6 (.461 p)fX = _ + =
2t 3 t32 2 (. 36) (. 36)2
fx = 28. 11 p
6
f_. _ pR + = 4.9p  6.138p
t t 2 • 36 (. 42)2
f)k = 20. 72 p
1967004332-108
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The maximum combined tangential yield stress for py ,,
3300 psi is:
(fx)y : 28. 11 (3300) : 92,800 psi
The maximum combined tangential ultimate stress for Pu =
6000 psi is:
(fx)u : 28. 11 (6000) = 168,500 psi
The margin of safety for the combined tangential stress is:
yield MS : 92,800 - 1 : .4
155,000 "], _'
= -. 08
ultimate MS : 68,5 0 - lj
The maximum shear stress:
" i-
Qo 1. 05 p - Z. 91 p
....
t .36
The maximum shear yit:ld stress for py : 3300 psi I:
_9
(fs)y = 2. 91 (3300) - 9,600 psi
The maximum shear ultitnate stress for Pu = 6000 psi
{fs)u = 2.91 {6000) = 17,460 psi
The margin of safety for the maximum shear stress:
yield MS. - 9,600 1 - _ _.
altimate MS : 17,460 - I : Large _i
97 _i,
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The cylinder is on the borderline between a long and a short
cylinder. If the cylinder is considered to be in the short range
the bending moments at one end cannot be considered separate
of the conditions at the opposite end. Then considering the
cylinder as short from reference gl, page 402.
@
Mo- P [ sinh _-0_ - sin 2_ ]2fl2 inh 2 + in _
where _ = = 5. 85
• 2
sinh 2t_ = Large
sin 2a = .75471
Mo = p [ sinh 2oe - .75471 = p
z(. 952)2 [ sinh Z0e + . 75471 2(. 9_2) 2 R
As. the value in the brackets (R) approaches unity, it indicates
that the short cylinder effects can be neglected.
1.4. Z. 1 Tensile Stress in Fl_a.ng e Attachment
Bolts
N = 17 bolts
P = It R 2 p = ,r (4. 9) 2 p = 75.4 p Total Load on flange bolts
Pt = N'P = 75.174}? = 4. 43 p Tensile Load per bolt
. (Pt)y = 4. 43 (3300) = 14,600 lb.
(Pt)u = 4. 43 (6000) = 26,600 lb.
q8
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The allowable strengths for the MS bolt (MIL-B-7838) at
275 ° F are:
Fy = 26,900 lb.
F = 4 I,400 lb.
U
The margins of safety are.
[ l26,900yield MS = 14,600 -.l = . 84J
4 I,400 iultimate MS = 26,600 1 = . 56
1967004332-111
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2.0 PbISTON ACTUATOR - HEAD P/N 130-14013
---_4 4---
a : 4. 73
t : 1.16 " I
b = 2 1.16
1 1
m = -- : -- = 3.33
# 3 I _-t.. ._---b
i
2, 1 Internal Pressure Loads _ .... 9. 47 --.--,.
Figure 6
py : 2200 - 20 : 2180 psi
,0
Pu : 6000 - 2000 : 4,000 psx
2. 2 Material Allowables (Reference 11):
Material - 4340 steel (R c 30-34)
Fty : 113,700 psi at 80"F; 108,000 psi at 275"F
Ftu : 138,000 psi at 80 °F; 131,000 psi at 275"F
Fcu = 138,000 psi at 80" F; 131,000 psi at 275" F
Fsy : 73, I00 psi at 80"F; 69,400 psi at 275"F
Fsu = 87,000 psi at 80" F; 82,600 psi at 275" F
I00
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PISTON ACTUATOR = HEAD
2. 3 Stress Calculations
#
To determine the bending moment at the inner edge of the head, use
the formula for flat plates reference 17. Table X, Case 21
3 p 4 a4(m + 1) lnb - a4(m + 3) + b4(m - 1) + 4 a 2 b 2
MI = 24 aZ(m + 1) + bZ(m - 1)
Substitution of the above values in this equation gives:
M 1 = 5.49 p in. /lb.
6M1 6 (5.4q p)
- = 28.4p
fb t 2 - (l. 16) 2
The bending stress for py = 2180 psi is:
lip
(fb)y = Z_.4 (2180) = 61,900 psi I
The bending stress for Pu = 4000 psi is: f
(fb)u = 28.4 {4000) = 113,700 psi _.
The margins of safety are:
t •
[ I08,000 ] t
yield MS = _ 61 900 = lJ = .75
e
131,000 ]" ultimate MS = 113,700 = 1 " = . 15
!
' 65,500
fatigue limit MS = 61,900 = 1.06
lOl
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Shear stress at inner edge of head:
Shear Force = F s = p A r
Fs = *r 9.472 - 42 P4
F s = 57.9 p
Shear Area = A s = tt D t = tt (41 (1.7)
2 I
A s = 21.4 in.
For a shaft in tension determine the stress concentration factor at
! the fillet using reference 24, page 67, figure 58:
D = 9.47
d = 4
r = .25
r .25
- = - . 0625
d 4
D 9. 47
= _= 2.37
d 4
K s = 2.6
D _- ............ d
, 102
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PISTON ACTUATOR - HEAD .
Yield shear stress for py = 2180 psi is:
F' K t 57.9 (ZlS0)lZ. 61 = 15,350psi(fs)y = s._.g____=
A s Zl. 4 _ }
Ultimate shear stress for Pu = 4000 psi is: _t.
Fs Kt 57.9 (4000)(Z. 61
(fs)u = = = 28 I00 psi I
A s Zl.4 '
Margin of safety: i_
yield MS " 15,350 - 1 = _3' 53 r',
- l
• i
ultimate MS = 28, I00 - 1 = --1"94 •
1967004332-115
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3.0 PISTON ACTUATOR SHAFT P/N 130-14013
tl.
3. 1 Sketch
,,_.j
, i L' IL--., 29" ..-_ ) -_.
18. Z5
,-, .... 65. 12 .... -.
104 "_
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PISTON ACTUATOR SHAFT _:
3. 2 Discussion __
_e
The piston is assumed in the extend position. The piston rod is "_
considered as a cantilever supported .in its forward bearing. The _
bucking stresses are considered under combined column, and vibra- _i
tional loads. The column length is assumed to extend from the C_ _
of the rod end to the front face of the head. The tubular cross-
section is treated as if it was constant. _.
3.3 Detail Loads
e
yield load = 72,000 lb.
ultimate load = Ap Po
, !
vibration level -I0.4 g i •
max. actuator weight 320 lb.
3.4 Material Allowables
See Section
3. 5 Calculated Stresses
3. 5. 1 Combined stress in Plane B due to combined bending and tension
(or compression)
Solving first for the reaction at "A"
Referring to Sketch A:
R A (65. IZ) = (29) (W) (g) (All
g = vibration level in g' s = 10. 4 g' s
A I = amplification factor = 5
W = actuator weight = 320 Ibs.
105 I,
1 •
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RA = 29(320)(10. 4)(5)
65. 12
RA = 7,410
R B = 10.4 (5)(320) -7410 = 9,240 lb..
Tension Stress ft = P/A
A = Area = _/4 (42 - 32 ) = 5. 5 in. 2
yield P = 72,000 lb.
ultimate F_ = 2200 (57. 9) = 127,000 lb.
72,000
yield ft = ' 5. 5 = 13, 100 psi I
127,000
ultimate ft = 5. 5 - 23, 100 psi
RA_c
Bendin_ Stress fbl = I
= 18. 25 in.
c = 412 = 2 in.
I = ¢t/64 (44 - 34 ) = 8. 59 in. 4
7410 (18.25) (2)
yield fbl = 8. 59 = 31, 500 psi
ultimate fbl = yield" fbl
g
Deflection of the shaft due to bending
106
0
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PISTON ACTUATOR SHAFT
R A 3
A1 = -3EI
f
• /t. = 18. 25 in.
E = 28. 5 (106)
I = 8. 59 in. 4
"yield R A = 7410 lb. [
(7410) (18.25) 3
= = . 0613 in.
yield L_I (3) (28. 5) (106) (8. 59)
i
Because the rod is not firmly built in at its bearing an additional
deflection due to bearing clearance is present. The bearing clear-
ance is determined as follows: i
Minimum Piston Diameter = Dp = DI + 6tp I
whe re D 1 = 3. 997
6tp = OlpiAt
6tp = change in diameter due to thermal expansion
p_ 6. 3 x 10-6 in/in/° F coefficient of thermal
expansion for 4340 steel
At {275-75) : z00 °F total temperature change
6tp 3. 997 (6.3 x 10 "6) (ZOO) = .00503 '
Dp 4. 002"
107
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mi 4
_ _i oo oo oo oo oo oo oo
"_ _m!_ 0 o 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
_ ._ :! 0 0 0 0 o _ 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0
_0 d_ d_ d_ d_ d_ d_ d_
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PISTON ACTUATOR SHAFT
Maximum Bearing Diameter - D B = D z + 6tb
¢ 4
where: D 2 = 4. 097 .
D 2 : D_ - tr : 4. 097 - .0926 : 4. 004
s
t r : max. rtalon thickness
: Dzo'zA
6tb : 4. 004 (6. 3 x 10 -6) = . 005"
DB = 4. 009
The Maxirr am Clearance is:
D 3 : D B - Dp = 4. 009 - 4. 002
t D 3 : . 007
For simplicity it is conservatively assumed that the deflection is a
straight line ratio. Refer to the sketch on page
A 2 : .007/2. 5 (20. 75) = . 058 in.
Bending stress due to the eccentrically applied bending load assuming
that the additional shaft deflection due to this load is less than 10%:
!
P(Al+'Lilcfb2
I
A1 : . 0613 in.
/-_2 : . 058 in.
C : 2 in.
I : 8.59 in. 4
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PISTON ACTUATOR SHAFT
yield P = 72,000 lb.
I
(Tz,oo_)(.li9)(z)
yield fb2 = 8. 59 = 1,995 psi
Total Combined Stress f = ft + fbl + fb2
yield f = 13, I00 + 31,500 + 1,995 "- 46,595 psx
ultimate f = 23, I00 + 31,500 + 1,995 = 56,595 psi
Critical stress for the rod in bending
18. 36 L I 2 (Ref. 5, pg. Z. 10.2. 1 ,
Fcr = Fcy -
•. ] _I-_I -D- & Ref, 9, pg. 5-54) i!
Fcy = I08,000 psi (compressive yield)
L = 21. 12 in. (length of column in compression)
p = _I_'_ = I. 25 (radius of gyration)
I -- 8. 59 in. 4
A = 5. 5 in. 2
C I = 2.86 (end fixity coefficient)
Determination of column classification (long or short)
L 21. 12
p.h_---V_l = I. 25 -'_''M__.oo = I0 < 65 ," short column
f
III I'
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PISTON ACTUATOR SHAFT
Fcr 108,000 (18. 36)(21. 12) 2= - = 106, 170 psi
(2. 86)( 1. 25) z
Margin of Safet_t_
[106,170]yield MS = 46 505 1 = 1. 28, j
ultimate MS = I 106'170 - 1] .88 [L 5 ,595
A second iteration considering additiontLl moment due to the beaha
column effect i8 not necessary because of the high margin of safety.
#
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4.0 ACTUATOR BODY, P/N 033-14009
B
I
_ 0 0
I ---JRB i ,, RA
"" 15.25 "'--"
I
.............. 65. 12 ...... _
• r
Figure 8
4. 1 Discussion
The piston is assumed in the extend position. The actuator is treated
as a simply supported beam with the "suspect" sections of the body
stressed in bending.
4. 2 Detail Loads
vibration level - I0.4 g' s
max. actuator weight = 320 lbs.
yield load = 72,000 lbs.
ultimate load = 127,000 lbs.
113 _"
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4. 3 Material Allowables
.aI Material 7079-T6_- and
Ftu - 71,000 psi at 80 ° F and 54,600 psi at 275"F
d _
| F'ty = 62,000 psi at 80 ° F and 47,700 psi at 275"F
l
_, 4. 4 Calculated Stresses
1 4. 4. 1 Combined Stress in Plane A Due to Combined Bendint_ and Tension
J Tension Stress _,#
_ 2
1 ft : A
,. = -- - = 12. 58 in. 2 ._
_ m
¢)
! yield P = 72,000 lb.
| ultimate P = 127,000 lb. i-v 72,000-- pI yield ft = 12. 58 : 5 720 psi '
• - 127,000 _
I ultimate ft - 12. 58 = !0, 100 psi
#
- Bending Strese
RB._C
- fb - I
- C = _5 = 2.5"
2 .
fg4_ g4:
I = 6"4 _ : 26.7 in. I _.
9240 112. 19) 12. Si o
yield fb = 26. 7 -- 10, 55G psi _
ultimate fb = yield fb _
llS I.
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ACTUATOR BODY, P/N 033-14009
Total Combined Stress
f = ft  fb
yield i : 5720 +I0,550 : 16,270 psi
ultimate : 10, 100 + 10,550 : 20. 650 psi
! Mar$in of Safety
yield MS [ 47,700 ]: 16,270 - 1 : 1.'_3
ultimate MS = [ 54,600 - 1] = 1. b5Lzo,650 ]
1
4. 4. 2 Combined Stres_ in Plane B D_e to Combin-d Bendin[_ and Tension
, * Tension Stress
-ft : _PA
_ - _" ": 18. 15 in. _
4
72, 000
yield ft : : 3,970 psi18. 15
127,000
0 ultimate ft : 18. 15 - 7,000 psi
Bending Stress
fb : RB£C' _='
: 15. 25 "
C = 2. 83"
I =-- f [5.-'_6 4 .--_ j41 : 46.3 in. 464 '
9240 (15.25) 12. 83)
yield fb = 46.3 _ = 8, b!0 psi
ultir_.ate fb : yield fb
!16
J
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ACTUATOR BODY, P/N 033-14009
Total Combined Stress
f = ft + fb
yield f = 3,970 + 8,610 = 12,580 psi
ultimate f = "7,000 + 8,610 = 15,610 psi
Margin of Safety "-|
yield MS = [ 47,700 ]12,580 1 = 2. 79 _
ultimate MS = [ 54,600 1] = 2.5
15,610 i
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5.0 ROD END, P/_ 1Z1-13510
#
5. I Sketch
2
I Figure 9
118
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ROD END
5.2 Discussion
The rod end is considered as a cantilevered member from the point
of exit from the rod nut. It is being analyzed in the actuator piston
extend position. The reaction load of 7410 pounds is derived in the
section entitled Piston. In addition it is assumed that the rod end
is in its extreme extend pcsition of adjustment.
5.3 Detail Loads
yield load - 72,000 lb.
ultimate load - 127,000 lb.
!
vibration" reaction load - 7410 lb.
5.4 Material Allowables
Material - 410 stainless steel (R c 26-32)
Ftu = 128,000 at 80 ° F and 121,500 psi at 275 ° F
Fty = 98,200 at 80" F and 93,300 psi at 275 °F
Fbu = ]78, 300 at 80 ° F and C/D ratio 1.5, 169,500 psi at 275" F
Fsu = 80,800 at 80 ° F and 76,800 psi at 275 ° F
Fbrg B = 256,000 at 80"F and 243,000 at 275"F
5.5 Calculated Stresses
5.5.1 Combined Stress in Plane A Due to Combined 'Bending and Tension
(or Compression)
Tensile Stress £t = P/A
IZO
-- I
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ROD .END
&
A - _- (2.42) 2 -- 4.6 in. 2
4
yield P = 72,000 tbs.
w
ultimate P : 127,000 lb.
yield ft = 72,000 = !5,650 psi
(4.6) _
127,000 _
ultimate ft = = 27,600 psi
(4.6) _
P,_C ' |:'°
Bending Stress fb =
I i
= 5. 5 in. _.
C = 1. 21 _',
,, |
I = ._ (2.42)4 = 1.68 in. 4
rt
Q,
yield P = 7,410
ultirnate P = 7,410
_t yield fb = (7410)(5.5)(1.21) = 29,300 psi
I. 68
#
ultimate fb = 29,300 psi
Combined Stress = f = ft + fb
yield f = IS, 650 + 29,300 = 44,950 psi I
ultimate f = 27,600 + 29,300 = 56,900 psi |
t
i
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ROD END
M ar_in of Safety
yield MS = 93r300 . I' - 1.08
44, 950 _, --
.r121oo iultimate MS =
56,9oo" 11 = 1.13J
5.5. Z Shear Stress at Plane B Due to Eye Loading
The effect of the vibration load is omitted since it is small com-
pared to the column load. This method of analysis is conservative
since it was developed for loosely fitting pins and in this case the
bearing is pressed into the eye.
P
Shear Stress fs = 2 X T"
r_l Z ri
X = r a - J sin 40 ° - r--a cos 40"
t = 1.04 in.
4
r a = 2.97 in.
, r i = 1.94 in.
T = 1.5 in.
P = IZ7,000 lb,
lZ7 r 000
fs = Z'il'.04)(I. 5) = 40,700 psi
J
Margin of Safety
ultimateM3 = [ 80_800- 1] = 9940,700 "-------i
I
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ROD END
m
5.5.3 The Tensile Stress Through Section CC
This analysis treats the hoop of the eye as a thick walled cylinder
subjected to a uniform internal radial pressure. The pressure is
assumed to be equal to the column load divided by the projected
bearing area. This simplification of the analysis is presented to
back-up the preceding calculations for shear. Because the bearing
is pressed into the eye, the load is distributed over the entire
semi-circular section of the eye very much llke an internal pres-
sure. The discrepancies that exist between this treatment of the
stress and the actual condition are in the direction of safety.
(Ref. 17, Table XIII, Case No. 27)
p ra  ri
Tensile Stress ft = 2 r i t ra 2 ri 2
ra = 2.97 in.
rt = I.94 in.
T = I.5 in.
yield P= 72,000 lb.
ultimate P= 127,000 lb. f
7z,ooo [12.97)2 (i.94)z]yield ft = (2)(1.94)(1.5) (2.97)2 - 1.94)2 j
yield ft = 30,800 psi
1127 | OOO F (2. 97) z + (I 0 94)2__ ]ultimateft= (2)(I.94i'().S L 2.97)2- i.4)2
ultimate ft = 54,400 psi
Margin of Safety
[ 'yie::l MS = _ - I I -- 2.0430,800 j ,.
123
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ROD END
ultlmate MS = [_ " II =I'2354,400
5.5.4 Bearing Stress Existing at Interface of Rod Eye and the Bearing
P
Bearing Stress fBR =
2 r i T
ri = I.94
T = 1.5
p = 127,000 f
127 r000 = 21,800 psi
• fBK = (Z)(l.94)(I.5)
Margin of Safety assuming e/D = l. 5
[ "ultimate bearing MS = 243 r000 _ I! =z l, 800 j
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6.0 TAILSTOGK P/N 121-13508
6. 1 Sketch
E
Fisure 10
t
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6. 2 Discussion
The tailstock is treated as a load carrying member rigidly attached
to the actuator body. The deflection of the tailstock due to R B is
neglected. Margins of safety througl_out the body of the tailstock are
fairly high to allow for the fact that actual stress distribution in the
unit is not as simple as the analysis assumes, and to insure adequate
0 stiffness of the servoactuator as a whole.
_,. 3 Detail Loads
yield load = 72,000 lb.
ul*imate load -" 127,000 lb.
#
reaction at B - R B = 9240 lb.
6. 4 Material Allowables
Material - 410 stainless steel (R c 26 - 32)
See Section 7
6. 5 Calculated Stre3s
6. 5. 1 Shear Stress in Plane B Due to Eye Loadin_
' The effect of the vibration load is omitted since it is small com-
pared to the column load. This method of analysis is conservative
since it was developed for loosely fitted pins and in this case the
bearing is pressed into the eye (Ref. page 261}.
P
Shear Stress fs = 2XT '
127
i
i a •
ii
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TAILSTOCK
' !2 1ri riX = ra - _ sin 40 ° cos 40 °, r a ra
= 1 04 in.
ra = 2.97
0 ri = I.94 in.
t' = I.46 in.
P = 127,000 lb.
127,000
fs : (2)(1.04)(1.46) : 41,800 psi
• Margin of Safety
ultimate MS : 76,800 - l = .84
4 I,800
!
6. 5. 2 The Tensile Stress Through Section AA
See for discussion
I 2ra2
P ra + ri2
Tensile Stress ft : 2 r i t -ri 2 J
I
r a = 2.97 in.
r i = 1. 94 in.
t = 1.46 in.
yield p = 72,000 lb.
ultimate P = 127,000 lb.
yield ft = 72.000 [ (Z:97) 2., + (1.94) z_]
(Z)(1. 94)(1. 46) L (2. 97 )Z (l. 9412 J
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yield ft = 31,600 psi
127,000 [(2.97)2 + (1.94)2 iultimate ft = (2)(1.94)(1.46) (2.97) 2 - 94) 2
o
ultimate ft = 55,700 psi
Mar_in of Safety _ .
31,600 I = I.95 I
ultimate margin 55,700 - 1 = 1. 18
6. 5. 3 Combined Stress in Plane CC Due to Combined Bendin_ and Tension
(or Compression)
Tensile Stress ft = P/A
A = H t = 6. 53 (1.46) = 9. 56 in. 2
H = 6. 53 in. (height of section
t = 1.46 in. (thickness of section)
yield P = 72, 000 lb.
ultimate p = 127,000 lb.
72,000
yield ft = 9. 56 = 7,530 psi
127,000
ultimate ft = 9. 56 = 13,300 psi
' 129
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Bending Stress fb - I
._ = 2.26 in.
I = I t H 3 = 33.8 in. 4
lZ
H = 6. 53 in.
t = 1.46 :n.
yield p = 9240 lb.
yield fb = (9240)(2. Z6)(3.26) = 2 020 psi33.8
ultimate fb = 2, 0Z0 psi
Combined yield stress f = 7530 + 2020 = 9,550 psi
Combined ultimate stress f = 13300 + Z020 =15,320 psi
Margin of Safety
[ :yield MS = 93,300 I { = Large9. 550 j
r" 15,320 ]
ultimate MS r lZl, 500
= { I = Large
L
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7.0 FLEXURE SLEEVE P/N 070-41751
f
7. 1 Discussion
The flexure sleeve is part of the first stage assembly and has as
" its function; (l) to provide a seal between the high pressure hydraulic
supply and the torque motor, and (2) to provide the connecting link
between the electrical input to the first stage and the hydraulic out-
put. An input signal produces a torque unbalance on the servovalve
torque motor. As torque is applied to the armature, the armature
pivots about the flexure sleeve support, and the flapper is displaced
between the nozzle assemblies. This change in flapper-to-nozzle
spacing creates a nozzle differential pressure which displaces the
se rvovalve spool.
7. 2 Loads
The flexure sleeve is analyzed for an ultimate internal burst pres-
sure of Pu = 2000 psi. In addition to this, stresses are calculated
for the combined affect of bending the internal chamber pressure.
Maximum bending stresses occur when the armature pivots about
the flexure sleeve and strikes the polepiece stops (see sketch).
When in this position the maximum internal first stage chamber
pressure is Pl = l l00 psi.
7. 3 Material Allowables (reference 5)
Material: 17-4 PhCres. (H. T. to R c 40-49)
Ftu = 182,000 psi at 80"F; 171,000 psi at 275"F
F = 163,000 psi at 80"F; 152,000 psi at 275"F
ty
Fcy = 182,000 psi at 80"F; 152,000 psi at 275"F
Fsu = I15,000 psi at 80° F; I05,000 psi at 275" F
, 131
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7.4 Stress Calculations
Assume the flexure sleeve conforms
to a cantilever beam with an end |
couple• Consider the length of the
beam to be that slender section of
the tube denoted by _' = 43" in .... 1655 Dia.
• . 1562 Dia.
the sketch. Referring to refer- ---- ,,il"- !
ence 11, Table III, Case No. 9: B .......... _ ] B
A°iS _'[At
M._ --] .25
O = EI _ I i
---- . 2! --- T
Dia.
Figure 11
X1
O = r where X1 = Maximum air gap between armature
and polepiece stop = .005"
r = Distance from C_ of armature to point
where armature strikes the polepiece
stop = . 90"
• 005
O = _ . 00556 radians
• 90
= length of beam = . 43"
"I 'l 'I = 6-_ do " = 6-4 . 1655 . I_ = 7, 55 x 10 6 in.
t
I 8EI . 00556 (28. 5 x 106 ) (7. 55 x 10 -6 )
M=, _ = •43
M = 2.75 in, -lb.
a
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The maximum bending stres:_ due to the combined affect of the end 7
couple M and the internal pressure p II00 psi is:
".9
M C p R _:f. - 4 >I 2t .,
;2
2.75 (. 0827) 1100 (.0827) _°
fb : + :;'
7. 55 X 10 -6 Z (.0046)
fb : 39,960 psi
The margin of safety for the maximum combined bending stress is: ,.
yield MS= [ 152,,000 ]39,960 I = Z. 80
The maximum hoop stress in the flexure sleeve due to an internal
pressure of Pu - 6000 psi is:
fh _ pD _ Z000 (.1655) = 36,400 psiZt Z (.0046)
The margin of safety is:
171,000 ]
' MS = - 1 = 3. 70 --
36,400
' ,IP
W
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